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the norwegian space shuttle is quite a popular
way to get to space - and the norwegian space
centre is the perfect place for a scenic
landing. it might not be a travel agent, but in a
game like skyrim itll do. and you never know
what other customisable spacecraft, space
stations and other landmarks youll come
across. the dark brotherhood is one of the
most compelling factions in morrowind, and
that intrigue has carried over to skyrim. make
sure you complete all the main quests,
because there are plenty more to come.
sloaneen mod is an rts based on the sc2 mod.
home to hundred of units, each with their own
abilities, sloaneen mod offers the ultimate
player experience with a very popular mod.
maybe its just me, but i love the idea of a sci-fi
based mod and i cant wait to try it out. shrines
are where the dwemer lived and created some
of their amazing technology. the dwemer have
moved on, but if you want to visit some of
their old sites, theres the shrines of the silver
flame mod. youll start in a redoubt within an
underground vault, where youll need to fight
your way through to make it to the shrine.
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once there, youll be introduced to the region's
landscape, and see dwemer artefacts such as
alchemy labs and mine shafts, as well as new
items that will appear in the game, including a
raft to cross the frozen lake. im, like, so
excited to finally be here in this mod. it
revolves around a sandbox created by epic
games, which is now available on the steam
workshop. the entire world of the divide is in
this mod. it is kind of like morrowinds vesper
bay, which is covered by argonian and khajiit
dynasties. this mod is a free download. the
most important thing about this mod is that
you can create your own cities. you have the
ability to change the culture, climate, and
terrain of skyrim by creating your own cities.
you can also create your own settlements, for
example, mournhold. if you use the mod, be
sure to create a save file before joining the
game.
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some people don't use the mod after installing
it, and instead use it like the base game so
that they don't have to spend more time

downloading mods. while this may seem like a
good idea, it is not in the best interest of the

player. mods are not necessary, and can make
skyrim feel very limited. they can make what
was a well balanced game very unbalanced

and the game start becoming repetitive. mods
can even cause a crash or two if the developer

hasn't thought about how the mod will be
used in skyrim. skyrim is a game that has

been around for a long time and have been re-
released for current and new platforms, as
well as in different languages. getting the

game running in mods that are still updated
and working can be a challenge, and mods

can be a big pain in the bottom. a few weeks
ago i posted an article talking about mods to
make skyrim less demanding on computers,
like the sse engine fixes mod, which simply
disabled sse . however, as the video shows,
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you can just disable the creation club to give
the mod the tools it needs to deliver all the
new features bethesda intended it to have.

the main topic for the reddit post linked above
is (opens in new tab) , but it may also be

worth reading another thread by duxter7 that
talks about downgrading skyrim and still

playing the creation club. a new mod called
modkit aims to take in-game raiding to the
next level. it adds a new interface which

allows you to browse only the mods you want
to use, which reduces clutter and makes

finding mods easy. additionally, youre able to
disable mods which arent compatible with

other mods, or add mods which simply
improve your experience with the game.

scaling range is also a huge bonus, with a tab
for megatanks, smallmeatsacks,

mediummeatsacks, and everything in-
between. 5ec8ef588b
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